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Introduction
Welcome to the second copy of the William Booth College book list.
This resource is primarily to equip those in spiritual leadership across the United Kingdom and
Republic of Ireland Territory with helpful reading resources that enhance transformational
ministry and mission in various contexts.
This list is collected from people all over our territory who offer insights from academic
programmes and practical experience. For those who want to invest their time in reading, there
will be something in here for you.
To navigate this resource you can utilise the contents page that gives an overview of the
categories of the books listed. Each contributor has provided major themes the books address
and these are collated within the index section.
In this edition you will find some adaptations:




All new entries are maked with NEW!
A list of dissertations about Salvation Army mission and ministry has been added
To ease the editing process, titles and ranks of people of those who sumbitted entries
have been removed. The current Disposition of Forces should be used in conjunction
with this version.

We trust that you find this document useful to your own learning and development. If you find
any errors please email college@salvationarmy.org.uk who will log your enquiry for further
editions.
If you have any books you would like to suggest please do so by completing them on the
following link:
http://tinyurl.com/WBCBookList
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Applied Theology

NEW!

Children, Families and God

Alexander, L. (2012) Italy: Evangelista Media
Children’s
Spirituality

Family,
Theology of

Intergeneratio
nal

This book is a good read from cover to cover, but also great to dip into. Lynn Alexander
speaks with authority, passion and with the experience and anecdotal evidence of a
practitioner. The research and evidence is based in the UK — Scotland in fact — so it's
not American, which is refreshing in the area of ministry.
Liz Hall

Why Can’t They Get Along? A Conversation Between a Muslim, a Jew and a
Christian
El-Alami, D., Cohn-Sherbok, D. & Chryssides, G. (2014) Oxford: Lion Hudson
World
Religions

Dialogue

Inter-Faith

Ethics

Having co-authored an earlier volume on religious approaches to ethical issues (Love,
Sex and Marriage) this text provides a valuable insight into the manner in which
adherents of different faiths might engage in honest, constructive and meaningful
dialogue within the broad categories of teachings, practices, ethics and social issues.
Each author outlines their own view on each of the sixteen areas covered and then
responds to the views of their fellow authors; as a result the text allows the reader to
feel that a discussion is actually taking place.
Malcolm Martin
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Applied Theology

NEW!

Family Ministry - A Comprehensive Guide

Garland Diana, R. (2012 - Second Edition) USA: InterVarsity Press
Family
This is currently the definitive work on Family Ministry and is a 'dip in' 655 page
reference book. Well organised and full of research, case studies and practical
suggestions.
Liz Hall

NEW!

A Year of Biblical Womanhood: How a Liberated Woman Found Herself
Sitting on Her Roof, Covering Her Head, and Calling Her Husband 'Master'
Held Evans, Rachel (2012) Nashville: Thomas Nelson
Women

Biblical
Interpretation

The words misogyny and patriarchy are being used increasingly frequently in current
affairs. Yet in many parts of the Christian world it seems as if such things are tolerated
and even promoted! Rachel's book uses humour and good writing to help shine light on
what the bible really does and does not say about "womanhood". Its accessibility does
not mean it is theologically lightweight — in fact the book is an excellent teacher. I
would recommend it for personal or group study use (young and old, women and men!).
Be prepared to cry with laughter and anger.
Annette Wicks
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Christian Congregational Music: Performance, Identity and Experience
Ingalls, M., Landau, C. & Wagner, T. (2013) Farnham: Ashgate.
Performing
Theology

Worship

Churches

Although an academic book, it has helped me to rediscover some of the theories of
worship and congregational expectations. It highlights some of the main challenges
facing leaders of congregational worship and, from an SA perspective, the need to be
aware of the pressures of preserving a Salvationist semiotic whilst embracing other
music styles and genres.
It highlights the emergence of new musical identities and 'branded' Christian worship
songs.
John Martin

NEW!

Perspectives on Family Ministry - 3 views

Jones, Timothy P. (2009) Nashville: B and H Publishing Group
Family

Intergenerational

Timothy Jones has edited together case studies and arguments for and against three
models detailing how Family Ministry is being practised in America. It's an emotive read
as one of the models is pretty fundamental with many non-negotiables. The cases for
and against the various models are passionate, yet gracious, and reference is made to
research and resources that still hold up in 2017.
Liz Hall
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Applied Theology

Personal Jesus: How Popular Music Shapes Our Souls
Marsh, Clive (2012) Grand Rapids: Baker Academic
Music and
Religion

Theology

Pop music is an ever-present force shaping people, especially in the West. In an era
when pop music has superseded sacred music at events such as weddings and funerals,
it asks how pop music works and what role it plays in our lives.
The book explores the theological significance of the ways pop music is listened to and
used, and how it is impacting Christian faith and theology.
John Martin

NEW!

Reading for the Common Good

Smith, C. Christopher (2016) Downer's Grove: IVP Books
Learning

Mission

Transitioning

Spiritual Life

It is a really interesting idea covering what the author calls Slow Church, i.e. the
cultivation of community, engagement of the social imagination and human flourishing.
He touches on preaching as well as Lectio Divina and, although a rigorous text, referring
to Brueggemann, Palmer, Taylor, Senge and others, it is written in a straightforward,
practical style.
Winette Field
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Who’s Afraid of Relativism? Community, Contingency and Creaturehood
Smith, James K. A. (2014) Grand Rapids: Baker Academic
Postmodernism

Radical
Orthodoxy

The relatively slim volumes that comprise ‘The Church and Postmodern Culture’ series of
texts are not always the easiest to read, requiring some depth of engagement with the
secular philosophies of postmodernism. Those who have tackled the earlier volumes,
such as ‘Who’s Afraid of Postmodernism?’ or ‘What Would Jesus Deconstruct?’, will find
that Smith adopts a relatively familiar approach of seeking to apply key insights from his
chosen sources to the context of the contemporary church. Not everyone will agree that
the kind of pragmatism he advocates can actually work effectively to combat fears about
relativism, but the journey of thought is worth observing.
Malcolm Martin
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Biblical Studies
Mark and Method
Anderson, Janice Capel & Moore, Stephen D. (2008) Minneapolis: Fortress Press
Biblical
Interpretation

Narrative
Criticism

Feminist
Criticism

Social
Criticism,
Cultural
Studies

ReaderResponse
Criticism

Fairly comprehensive but easily understandable overview of key new approaches to
biblical criticism. Each approach is explained with examples and directly applied to
passages from Mark's Gospel as a case study. There is also a book called 'Judges and
Method' which does the same thing, using the book of Judges and differing approaches.
Ben Selfe

Jesus Through Middle Eastern Eyes
Bailey, K. E. (2008) London: SPCK
New
Testament
This gives a useful insight into the context of the New Testament. Familiar stories will be
redefined in their meaning and application. A really solid, fresh and exciting book
enlivening Scripture.
Paul Hilditch
This is an excellent book on understanding the gospels through the eyes of middle
eastern culture. The insights gained really open up the Scriptures.
Chris Baldwin
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Biblical Studies

Do We Need the New Testament?
Goldingay, J. (2015) Downers Grove: IVP
Biblical Studies

Old Testament

New
Testament

Recognising that most Christians are more familiar with the Old Testament as referenced
in the New, rather than by actual readings of the original texts, John Goldingay continues
his efforts to promote a thoughtful Christian reading of the ‘First Testament’ (his
preferred title). Although written in a slightly less conversational style than his volumes
in the ‘Old Testament for Everyone’ series, Goldingay almost always manages to
communicate in an engaging manner, making this an accessible introduction to aspects
of Old Testament theology.
Malcolm Martin

Sabbath
Heschel, A. J. (1951) New York: Farrar, Strauss and Girox
Sabbath

Rest

Time

Space

This is an astonishing work on the theology of Sabbath from Jewish theologian, Heschel.
For me, this work is a work of art. Heschel offers a radical, progressive view on the
Sabbath that offers application to the life of a spiritual leader.
It is worth spending the time to unpack the unfamiliar concepts and narrative found
within the text, as it offers insight into another realm of thinking. Through this I hope
you will find it speaks to your own understanding of Sabbath.
Kevin Avis
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The Source
Michener, J. A. (1965) New York: Random House
History

Archaeology

In his signature style of grand storytelling, in this novel James A. Michener transports us
back thousands of years to the Holy Land. Through the discoveries of modern
archaeologists excavating the site of Tell Makor, Michener vividly re-creates life in an
ancient city and traces the profound history of the Jewish people – from the persecution
of the early Hebrews, the rise of Christianity and the Crusades, to the founding of Israel
and the modern conflict in the Middle East. An epic tale of love, strength and faith, The
Source is a richly written saga that encompasses the history of Western civilisation and
the great religious and cultural ideas that have shaped our world.
Paul Hilditch

A Christian's Pocket Guide to Loving the Old Testament
Motyer, Alex (2015) Fearn: Christian Focus
Old Testament
A short book on a big theme that is simple, but not simplistic. Many find the Old
Testament difficult or inaccessible or both — this slim volume helps make the connection
between the Old and the New Testaments.
Sarah King
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Biblical Studies

Sitting at the Feet of Rabbi Jesus: How the Jewishness of Jesus can Transform
your Faith
Spangler, Ann & Tverberg, Lois (2009) Grand Rapids: Zondervan.
Jesus
This is a very readable exploration of Jesus in his own original Jewish context. The
insights into the 1st century Jewish background of many of the Gospel settings shed new
light on Jesus and his ministry.
Chris Baldwin

Introducing Theological Interpretation of Scripture: Recovering a Christian
Practice
Treier, D. J. (2008) Grand Rapids: Baker Academic
Theological
Interpretation
of Scripture

Biblical Studies

This is a very good and helpful introduction to the whole subject of interpreting the Bible
from a theological perspective. After the rise of historical critical, literary and reader
response approaches to interpreting Scripture, the theological approach is making a
comeback. Treier gives a really good overview of why this has developed and some of
the ways in which this is being taken forward by theological interpreters.
David Taylor
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Theological Interpretation of the New Testament: A book-by-book survey
Vanhoozer, Kevin J. (2005) Grand Rapids: Baker Academic
Theological
Interpretation
of Scripture

New
Testament

Kevin Vanhoozer edits a book which covers every book of the New Testament, in which a
whole range of contemporary theological interpreters of Scripture give us an overview of
each NT book. The theological interpretation of Scripture is making a comeback and this
is a very helpful example of how each book of the NT can be approached in this respect.
David Taylor

NEW!

How to Preach and Teach the Old Testament for all Its Worth

Wright, Christopher (2016) Grand Rapids: Zondervan
Preaching

Teaching

Old Testament

A straightforward book which gives insight into how to preach and teach the Old
Testament. Chris Wright's use of illustrations to help understand how to preach the Old
Testament is second to none. Highly recommended!
Sarah King
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Chaplaincy
The Hospital Chaplain's Handbook
Cobb, Mark (2005) Norwich: Canterbury Press
Chaplaincy

Death

Bereavement

This is a practical and informative guide aimed both at newly appointed and experienced
chaplains. It covers the role of chaplaincy in the NHS today, a very useful chapter on
clinical work, the spiritual dimension of illness, support of the dying and bereaved,
professional practice: ethics, boundaries and confidentiality. The final section of this
book includes a selection of prayers and readings for routine and emergency pastoral
situations.
Mike Warner

Being a Chaplain
Threlfall-Holmes, Miranda & Hewitt, Mark (2011) London: SPCK
Chaplaincy

Multi-Faith

Set book for the William Booth College/Staffordshire University Contemporary Chaplaincy
course.
Mike Warner
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Church/Ecclesiology
NEW!

Faithful Improvisation? Theological Reflections on Church Leadership

Alexander, Loveday & Highton, Mike (2016) London: Church House Publishing
Leadership

Benedictine

Church History

This is a great read. Although Anglican, it contextualises current thoughts about
leadership within the wider church using biblical studies, theology, history, and with a
nod towards non-Anglican denominational structures/ideas.
I think it would work well as additional reading for anyone who has read Hill's
‘Leadership in the Salvation Army’. There is no index but good footnotes and the chapter
titles are not obscure. The FAOC report itself is fascinating, providing lots of food for
thought.
Winette Field

Holy War: The Crusades and Their Impact Today
Armstrong, Karen (2002) New York: Bantam Doubleday Dell Publishing Group
Crusades

Church History

Islam

Holy War is a well respected historian's account of the Crusades and their impact on
today's world. This is a good read for people wanting to have a better understanding of
the roots of some of the global tensions in today's world.
Naomi Clifton

Church/Ecclesiology

1865: The Year That Made The Salvation Army
Farthing, Peter (2015) Sydney: Carpenter Media
Salvation Army
History
Although short, this is a very interesting account of the beginnings of The Salvation
Army. It includes information about the early ministry of William and Catherine Booth
and the events of 1865.
Michelle Wheeler

Leadership in The Salvation Army: A Case Study in Clericalisation
Hill, Harold (2006) Milton Keynes: Paternoster
Leadership

Salvation Army

Officership

This is a must have if you are exploring leadership in The Salvation Army. It is 'a review
and analysis of Salvation Army history, focused on the process of clericalisation'. Hill
explores leadership in The Salvation Army since its inception and identifies how leaders initially functional - slowly assumed more status. This book opens up discussion on the
identity of The Salvation Army and the nature of leadership - is it about function or
status? Key points in history, including amendments to the commissioning ceremony,
are discussed in great depth. An excellent, scholarly resource, with all sorts of
implications to explore!
Michael Hutchings

The Forgotten Ways: Reactivating the Missional Church
Hirsch, Alan (2006) Grand Rapids: Brazos Press
Mission

Discipleship

Church
Planting

Apostolic
Ministry

This is an excellent book on considering how to engage with the ‘apostolic genius’ of the
early church and how to apply these same principles today.
Chris Baldwin
24

Those Incredible Booths
Larsson, John (2015) London: Salvation Books
Salvation Army
History
This is an informative book about William and Catherine Booth and their eight children.
The style in which it is written makes it easily accessible.
Michelle Wheeler

A Church for Every Context: An Introduction to Theology and Practice
Moynaugh, Michael & Harrold, Philip (2012) London: SCM Press
Fresh
Expressions

Church
Planting

New
Contextual
Church

Emerging
Church

Mission and
Outreach

This is an excellent theological and practical exploration of fresh expressions of church.
It explores the trends, theological approaches and the growing literature and debate
around these types of church and proposes some methodologies for starting and
growing theses types of church to maturity.
Chris Baldwin
I think this book should be a resource for all spiritual leaders.
While it runs to nearly 500 pages it is full of great advice that is contemporary and helps
especially with future thinking in the church. It also addresses the subjects of
discipleship, worship, community and sustainability.
There are many good ideas that are relevant to current and future SA ministry.
Richard Mingay
Excellent book for those interested in pioneer ministry. Moynagh gives a theological
rationale to new expressions of church, speaks into the context the UK Churches are
finding themselves, while also giving very practical advice on developing new
communities of faith.
Caroline Heward
25

Church/Ecclesiology

Hidden Treasure
Ruthven, L. (Ed) (2014) Melbourne: Salvo Publishing
Feminist

Ecclesiology

Each chapter is the testimony of successive women officers in The Salvation Army. The
profundity is in the common narrative of the invisibility of women in leadership. The book
does not stop at that point, but offers role models and challenges for today’s Army and
its individual people.
Paul Hilditch
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Doctrine
The Promise of Trinitarian Theology
Gunton, C. E. (2003) London: T & T Clark Ltd.
Trinity

Community

This is a contemporary theological classic which rescues Trinitarian thinking from the
clutches of Augustine. Gunton places the Trinity at the heart of Christian faith and
practice, arguing that independence and inter-dependence of the members of the
Godhead provide a model for a faith community. He uses scripture to show how our
understanding of the Trinity ought to impact how we live our lives both within the faith
community and more importantly in the world. An excellent and accessible read.
Andrew Bale

Divine Teaching: An Introduction to Christian Theology
McIntosh, M. (2009) Oxford: Wiley Blackwell
Theology

Doctrine

There are a number of good books that offer a good overview and introduction to the
sometimes complex study of theology. This is a relatively recent book that is a core text
and suggested introductory reading for the Christian Theology and Practice degree
taught at WBC and, as such, is a good book to have on the shelf and to dip into on a
variety of theological subjects.
David Taylor
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Doctrine

Unapologetic: Why Despite Everything Christianity Can Still Make Surprising
Emotional Sense
Spufford, F. (2013) London: Faber & Faber
Apologetics
Spufford has written a book which is fresh, provoking and painfully honest. He has been
able to provide a convincing argument on how faith can work in the twenty-first century.
This book does come with a health warning though... Spufford does use somewhat
colourful language, which does reflect the gritty reality of twenty-first century living.
Caroline Heward

The Holy Spirit and Spiritual Gifts
Turner, M. (2009) Carlisle: Hendrickson Publishers
The Holy Spirit

Spiritual Gifts

Spiritual Life

Excellent study of the development of pneumatology, which is easy to read without
heavy theological language. Turner’s work is a really good overview of the Holy Spirit in
the Old Testament and the New Testament. He clearly identifies both the need for
spiritual gifts within the church yet also candidly identifies potential abuses and handles
Paul's view of the Holy Spirit and spiritual gifts extremely well. With the persective that
views Paul as a reactive writer concerned with the running of the church, rather than a
theologian setting out his systematic theology, Turner still manages to present Paul's
theology in a practical and easy to comprehend way.
Andrew Bale

28

Life Beyond Death
White, Vernon (2006) London: Darton, Longman & Todd
The Afterlife

Resurrection

Hope

A wide-ranging and practical presentation and assessment of some key schools of
thought regarding the afterlife. It is by no means comprehensive or heavy-weight but
very thought-provoking, and deals in a deeply theological way with an issue of
paramount practical and pastoral significance within our ministry. Very readable and a bit
of a hidden gem, I think. Vernon White's Atonement and Incarnation is also very good
and simple in the same way.
Ben Selfe

The God I Don't Understand: Reflections on Tough Questions of Faith
Wright, Christopher J. H. (2008) Grand Rapids: Zondervan
Genocide

The Cross

End Times

This is an honest, scholarly, yet approachable look at subjects such as the problem of
evil, genocide in the Old Testament, the cross and the end of the world. Not an easy
read, but certainly covers a lot of ground theologically.
Sarah King
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Doctrine

Simply Christian
Wright, Tom (2006) London: SPCK
Jesus

Apologetics

Tom Wright has produced in this little book an extremely accessible introduction to
understanding the Christian faith. Starting from the question of justice, Wright brings to
the surface humanity's uneasy feeling that the world isn't quite the way it should be, and
seeks for an answer. Ultimately this is found in Jesus and the Kingdom of God, though
the author presumes little prior knowledge of this subject in the reader.
The follow up books in this series are also highly recommended and they make a good
introduction to the deeper level writing of N.T. Wright.
This helpful book is so good I have owned four copies of it because I keep giving them
away!
Marcus Mylechreest

Surprised by Hope
Wright, Tom (2007) London: SPCK
Resurrection

Heaven and Hell

Eschatology

This is an excellent and paradigm-shifting book which helps you explore the biblical view
of resurrection, heaven and hope. It is a more accessible introduction to some of the
themes in Tom Wright's outstanding Christian Origins and the Question of God series of
books - particularly The Resurrection of the Son of God.
Chris Baldwin
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Leadership
Getting Things Done: The Art of Stress-free Productivity
Allen, David (2003) London: Penguin Books
Productivity

Personal
Organisation

Whereas Stephen Covey might help us to prioritise our lives, David Allen helps us get
strategies for actually getting things done in the busy and chaotic life of a spiritual
leader.
Chris Baldwin

Building a Discipling Culture: How to Release a Missional Movement by
Discipling People Like Jesus Did
Breen, Mike & Cockram, Steve (2014) Pawleys Island: 3 Dimension Ministries
Discipleship

Culture Change

This is an excellent book on the nature of discipleship and how to change a culture
within a church in order to put discipleship in the centre of church life.
Chris Baldwin

Leadership

Creativity, Inc.: Overcoming the Unseen Forces That Stand in the Way of
Untrue Inspiration
Catmull, E. (2014) London: Bantam Press
Creativity

Leadership

Team

Entrepreneurialism

The insights of Catmull really stood out for me. He critiques the attractive businesscentric models of leadership and applies them to his own context of storytelling and film
making. Many of these are equally applicable to the work of the local church and its
surrounding support structure.
Catmull offers deep insight into the place of creativity and how to protect and enhance it
from suffocating models of organisational structure.
Kevin Avis

Leading on Empty : Refilling Your Tank and Renewing Your Passion
Cordeiro, Wayne (2010) Minneapolis: Bethany House Publishers
Leadership

Spiritual
Renewal

This book is written from leadership experience, by a pastor who has planted and led
churches all his adult life. He writes of the dangers of not investing wisely in personal
spiritual development. This book has the potential to change how leadership is viewed
and fulfilled.
Mark Herbert
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NEW!

Hit the Ground Kneeling: Seeing Leadership Differently

Cottrell, Stephen (2008) London: Church House Publishing
Spiritual Life

Leadership

Hitting the ground running doesn't take into account direction.
Hitting the ground kneeling seeks the direction first.
Stephen Cottrell admires good business and management practice but asks thoughtprovoking questions as to how we lead with God's heart, mind and priorities.
This book is written with humility and humour.
Karen Robb

NEW!

Bringing out the Best in People: How to Apply the Astonishing Power of
Positive Reinforcement
Daniels, A. C. (2000) New York: McGraw-Hill
Leadership

Employees

Performance
Management

This is the best book I have read on this subject in the past twenty years and it is very
different from most other 'management' books. It offers ideas and tools on how to get
the best out of a person. These ideas can be used in an office, life house, corps, at
home, or anywhere where there are people. The ideas are grounded in a body of
research literature and at the same time embody the Golden Rule. Where these concepts
have been applied, people flourish.
Guy Poland
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Leadership

NEW!

Measure of a Leader: The Legendary Leadership Formula for Producing
Exceptional Performers and Outstanding Results
Daniels, A. C. & Daniels, J. E. (2007) New York: McGraw-Hill
Leadership

Management

Trust

I've recommended this book as it inspires us to be better leaders and it offers
measurable ways to do this. Unlike other leadership books, Daniels looks at leadership,
not by the qualities of the leader, but rather by the impact the leader has on the
followers. This impact is quantified and measured and this information is used to inspire
best leadership performance. This is a very practical and easy to follow book and is
highly recommended for any leader.
Guy Poland

Mini Habits: Smaller Habits, Bigger Results
Guise, Stephen (2013) Self Published: CreateSpace
Motivation

Productivity

This book counterintuitively recommends setting yourself ridiculously easy goals so as to
overcome the issues of having to motivate yourself. When trying to build new habits into
your life, this approach makes a real impact.
See www.minihabits.com for more details on the approach.
Chris Baldwin

The Power of the Story
Harley, Rob (2001) Auckland: End Results
Story
This amazing author visited William Booth College in 2014. The book teaches its reader
how to use stories to teach and influence. This is easy to read and great for those
involved in public speaking.
Mike Warner
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The New Psychology of Leadership: Identity, Influence and Power
Haslam, S., Reicher, S., & Platow, M. (2010) Hove: Psychology Press
Leadership,
Psychology of

Social Identity

Group Identity

This books explores a new understanding and psychology of leadership, which presents
leadership as a ‘we’ thing rather than about the leader as an individual. The premise of
the book is that good leaders succeed when they promote, foster and nurture a sense of
group identity, which they themselves represent and champion.
The book is both theoretical and practical and gives leaders clear insights into
understanding group dynamics and a leaders place within the group.
Sharen Furlong

Leadership on the Line: Staying Alive Through the Dangers of Leading
Heifitz, Ronald A., & Marty Linsky (2002) Boston: Harvard Business Review Press
Leadership

Change

Risk and
Reward

The Cost of
Leadership

This book has been described as 'insightful and prophetic for The Salvation Army’. It's
about leadership, leading change and the associated risks, challenges,
and rewards. As one reviewer put it, 'It is tough love applied to the real world'. Helpful
quotes include: 'People do not resist change, per se. People resist loss'; 'You place
yourself on the line [as a leader] when you tell people what they need to hear rather
than what they want to hear'.
This is helpful for Salvation Army leaders and is scholarly but accessible.
Michael Hutchings
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Leadership

Mentoring for Spiritual Growth: Sharing the Journey of Faith
Horsfall, Tony (2008) Abingdon: BRF
Mentoring
Horsfall takes the increasingly popular theme of mentoring and revisits both the
philosophy and the biblical basis of the term.
His book introduces the concept of being a 'spiritual friend' moving away from the 'them
and us' culture into a more equal relationship of accountability and trust. He addresses
some of the challenges in mentoring including busyness and doubts with his own
insightful reflections and concludes his book with helpful spiritual exercises which can be
used in a variety of settings.
Jo Moir
The Advantage : Why Organizational Health Trumps Everything Else in
Business
Lencioni, Patrick (2012) San Francisco: Jossey - Bass
Leadership

Team

Lencioni is one of the most influential leaders of our generation. His books are bestsellers and this one gives sound, practical advice concerning building team culture and
values.
Mark Herbert

36

You are the Messiah and I should know
Lewis-Anthony, J. (2013) London: Bloomsbury
Leadership

Discipleship

Jesus

The sub-title of this book, ‘Why leadership is a myth (and probably a heresy)’ gives some
indication that the concerns of the author echo those of authors such as Len Sweet (‘I
Am A Follower’) and readers who appreciate the primacy of the call to faithfully follow
Jesus may find some of the insights in this volume to be helpful. Lewis-Anthony
essentially suggests that the church has looked towards the wrong examples to shape
our understanding of what leadership should be, adopting the hero models of Hollywood,
rather than the model of Jesus. He proposes that the kind of leadership exercised by
Bonhoeffer, and the kind of communal transformation demonstrated in a film such as
The Way, provides a better example of Jesus-centred leadership.
Malcolm Martin

Managing People for the First Time
Lewthwaite, Julie (2006) London: Thorogood
Employees

Management

The book contains excellent training material within a storybook context. Knowledge,
theory and practice are all contained in a format that is easily digested and numerous
self-assessment checklists help with reflection. It can be read as a whole or dipped in
and out of as required. Although written for the novice manager in any work context,
experienced managers would find this book helpful. When I read it, I wished it had been
available to me in my first management role.
Paula Sandford-Marsh
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Leadership

Holy Conversations: Strategic Planning as a Spiritual Practice for
Congregations
Rendle G. & Mann A. (2013) New York: The Alban Institute
Congregational
Dialogue

Vision

Community

This book is a fantastic starting point for anyone involved in a dialogue with an individual
corps or church about the process of change. It reduces the complicated process of
mission consultancy to three questions: Who are we?, What has God called us to do or
be? and Who is our neighbour?.
It then takes these questions and skilfully develops ways to conversationally dig deep
within the context of congregation to release potential for new or renewed vision and
mission.
Ian Mountford

The Emotionally Healthy Leader
Scazzero, P. (2015) Grand Rapids: Zondervan
Leadership

Spiritual
Formation

Inner Life

Outer Life

Building upon his Emotionally Healthy Spirituality, Scazzero gives insight into the need
for spiritual leaders to have a strong foundation built upon intentional spiritual formation.
David Alton
For anyone embarking on or reviewing their own spiritual leadership, this book takes a
close look at the key areas that affect our spiritual leadership health ranging from
relationships, sabbath rest and temptations, to boundaries and team work.
Peter Scazzero uses his considerable experience and honest personal reflections to
encourage the reader to examine internal battles before considering outward leadership
qualities.
Jo Moir
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The Three Levels of Leadership: How to Develop Your Leadership Presence,
Knowhow and Skill
Scouller, James (2014) Kemble: Management Books 2000 Ltd.
Leadership
A recent addition, this book is approachable, but it is for those intent on giving serious
thought to leadership. This is not a Christian book, but applicable to Christian
leadership.
Scouller ideitifies three levels of leadership - personal, private and public - and he also
gives attention to an important question - that of the leader's psychology. He identifies
four dimensions of leadership: motivating purpose; upholding group unity; task progress
and results; attention to individuals.
A helpful quote from Scouller is, 'The leader does not have to provide all the leadership
personally... He just has to make sure all four leadership dimensions are being
addressed.'
Michael Hutchings

Lifelong Learning: Theological Education and Supervision
Ward, Frances (2011) London: SCM Publishing
Learning

Education

Life-Long
Learning

Ward offers an effective model and a bag of tools that empower individuals to invest in
their ability to reflect theologically on the contexts in which they find themselves.
Spiritual leaders would benefit from the principles found in the text that allow them to
reflect on their own experience and work through a helpful process that brings new
understanding or new areas of work or ministry.
This text is a must for your bookshelf and a great one to keep returning to when looking
at reflective practice as a leader.
Kevin Avis
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Mission
Vespas, Cafes, Singlespeed Bikes and Urban Hipsters: Gentrification, Urban
Mission and Church Planting
Benesh, Sean (2015) Portland: Urban Loft
Gentrification

Presence and
Proclamation

Church
Planting

Localism

Urbanism

Sean Benesh writes with both authority and experience on both the issues of urban
regeneration and church planting.
The book is a valuable guide not only to those considering planting a new expression in
an urban area but also asks significant questions of any urban corps considering change
or facing questions about its own future.
Ian Mountford
Music Practice Within The Salvation Army: Its History, Significance and
Relevance in the 21st Century
Blyth, Andrew (2015) London: Salvation Army United Kingdom and Ireland, Music
Ministries
Music
This work explores the history of music within The Salvation Army and why William
Booth developed the music programme within the movement which has become an
integral part of worship among many of its corps and centres. The future of Salvation
Army music is presented and how it can adapt an essentially Victorian model to today's
society.
Andrew Blyth

Mission

Making Cell Groups Work: Navigating the Transformation to a Cell-Based
Church
Boren, Scott (2002) Houston: TOUCH Outreach Ministries
Cell Church

Transitioning

This is an excellent book on managing a transition to a cell-based church. Rather than
setting out a fixed programme, it enables a church to discover its own unique journey
towards becoming a cell-based church.
Chris Baldwin

NEW!

TheoMedia: The Media of God and the Digital Age

Buyers, A. (2013) Eugene: Cascade books
Multimedia
This is a well written and understandable book, laying out a theological idea that God is
communicating to us through many forms of media. It brings ideas as to how we can
use this for ourselves to understand some of the majesty of God and to communicate
this to others.
Mark Anderson

The Faith of Generation Y
Collins-Mayo, S., Mayo, B. & Nash, S. (2006) London: Church House Publishing
Spirituality

Mission

Young People

Church

Authentic
Church

The Faith of Generation Y is born out of 5 years of research into the generational cohort
born after 1982. This material is highly relevant for anyone who undertakes ministry and
mission roles to under 35s. This is significant for all those who want to faithfully and
relevantly contextualise the gospel for effective mission in the United Kingdom today.
Laurence Bennett
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NEW!

Surprise the World

Frost, M. (2016) Colorado Springs: Navpress
Mission
For anyone serious about living a missional lifestyle, this book is a must.

The Forgotten Ways: Reactivating the Missional Church
Alan Hirsch, (2006) Grand Rapids: Brazos Press
Mission

Church

This book attempts to go to the heart of what mission means for today. It causes the
reader to question much of what exists today about mission and is written in a way that
works easily for either an individual or a group.
Paul Billard

The Permanent Revolution: Apostolic Imagination for the 21st Century Church
Hirsch, Alan & Catchim, Tim (2012) San Francisco: Jossey-Bass
Apostolic
Ministry

Missional
Church

This book is, in their own words, a work of theological (re)imagination and
(re)construction’. It is a paradigm-shifting examination of the nature of the Ephesians 4
gifts in our understanding of mission and ecclesiology. It is based on robust theoretical
foundations and will impact the way in which you think about mission and ministry.
Chris Baldwin
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Mission

Radical Hospitality: Benedict's Way of Love
Homan, Daniel & Collins Pratt, Lonni (2002) Glasgow: Wild Goose Publications
Hospitality

Love

Benedictine

This book challenges our relationships with other people. It challenges our prejudices
and openness to other people. It looks at inclusiveness and exclusiveness. It is a book
that, taken seriously, will change the way a church does mission and reaches out to
people who need Jesus.
Julie Ludditt

NEW!

Marginality: the Key to Multicultural Theology

Lee, J. Y. (2009) Oxford: Augsburg Fortress
Mission

Multicultural
Theology

"To transcend or to live in-beyond does not mean to be free of the two different worlds
in which one exists but to live in both of them without being bound by either of them."
Jung Young Lee
In this work Jung Young Lee proposes a framework that justifies and undergirds the
development of contextual theologies without itself becoming dominating. Lee aims to
address the dilemmas of contextual theology not by moving one or another group from
the margin to the center, but by redefining marginality itself as central. Marginality, he
contends, is not only the experience of being outside the dominant group or in-between
groups, but also "in-beyond" — a holistic, process-oriented definition that highlights the
catalytic, transformative potential of living at the creative nexus of worlds. Lee's insight
into marginality leads him directly into a new model for contextual theologies that
focuses not on historical experience but on creative potential. His chapters work out
concretely what such a notion can mean culturally, methodologically and doctrinally to a
movement that professes to follow the very paradigm of creative marginality, Jesus
Christ.
Ross Cooper
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NEW!

A New Heaven and a New Earth: Reclaiming Biblical Eschatology

Middleton, J. Richard (2014) Grand Rapids, MI: Baker Academic
Image

Eschatology

This is a highly accessible book which explores the way in which a missional view of the
image of God informs the whole of the biblical narrative and eschatology. Very well
written, and a good solid hermeneutical approach.
Chris Baldwin

The Wild Gospel: Bringing Truth to Life
Morgan, Alison M. (2004) Oxford: Monarch Books
Truth
Dr. Morgan combines readable theology and personal testimony in this prophetic look at
truth in church history and culture from the time of Jesus to the present day. Her
intellectually rigorous, yet personal, writing is captivating, and provides a rich source of
anecdote. Morgan notes, 'truth was not meant to be dissected - it was meant to be
lived'. This is highly recommended for those who are weary of postmodernism and
secularism and need refreshment.
Grayson Williams

The Church of Facebook: How the Hyperconnected are Redefining Community
Rice, Jesse (2009) Colorado Springs: David C Cook
Social Media
This is an excellent exploration of the cultural impact social media is having on our
society and the implications this is having on mission and ministry.
Chris Baldwin
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Mission

NEW!

Evangelism after Christendom: The Theology and Practice of Christian
Witness
Stone, Bryan P. (2007) Grand Rapids, MI: Brazos Press
Evangelism

Mission

Christendom

Theology

This is an academic reflection on the history and nature of evangelism. It is well written
and provides some extremely helpful insights into the nature of evangelism. His
postliberalism and pacifism are clearly identifiable in his writing, and his reliance on John
Howard Yoder takes it all a little too philosophically at times, but overall it is a helpful
and theological approach.
Chris Baldwin

A Nazareth Manifesto: Being with God
Wells, Samuel (2015) UK: Wiley-Blackwell
Social
Engagement

Incarnation

This book has really made me question how we engage with the people in our
community. Do we intend to give time and energy for people or, as Wells adovcates, like
Jesus, give ourselves to be with people and have a mutually beneficial relationship? This
is a very challenging and thought provoking book
Mark Scott
Examining our motives in journeying with people, Samuel Wells helps the reader to move
from working 'for' people in our social engagement to 'being with' people as we learn
from each other and grow together.
This an excellent theological reflection including well grounded examples of missional
engagement.
Catherine Smith
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The Mission of God's People
Wright, Christopher J. H. (2010) Michigan: Zondervan
Mission
This book will help us to better understand mission and how we fit in to and refocus on
God's mission.
Janet Martin
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Pastoral Theology
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Pastoral Theology
Forgiveness and Christian Ethics: New Studies in Christian Ethics
Bash, Anthony (2007) Cambridge: Cambridge University Press
Forgiveness
This is a subject at the heart of of both Scripture and Church life. Many people have to
deal with forgiveness in their own life and often in a way that leaves feelings of guilt people are often told to just forgive and forget and they struggle to do so.
This book helps the reader to think through this important and relevant part of our faith
in a helpful and challenging way.
Paul Billard

Beholding The Glory: Incarnation Through The Arts
Begbie, Jeremy (Ed.) (2000) London: Darton, Longman and Todd Ltd.
Truth

Redemption

Humanness

Word

Image

An accessible and alternative way to look at the incarnation through a variety of art
forms: literature, dance, icons, sculpture and music. This work brings the arts into an
exploration of the gospel in the hope of providing new insight, discernment and
understanding. Theological jargon is minimal although this book comes as part of a
project, Theology Through the Arts, in the Centre for Advanced Religious and Theological
Studies in the Faculty of Divinity, University of Cambridge.
Lindy Rose
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Pastoral Theology

Who Needs Theology?
Grenz, Stanley J. & Olson, Roger E. (1996) Downers Grove: IVP Academic
Theology
An extremely readable introduction to the role of thinking theologically. This book
enables all people to move further along a reflective scale and to ask deeper questions of
our practical experience.
Laurence Bennett

Head Versus Heart and Our Gut Reactions: The 21st Century Enneagram
Hampson, Michael (2005) Ropley, Hants: O Books
Personal
Development

Understanding
People

Spiritual
Growth

This book is a very helpful introduction to the enneagram as a system of understanding
people. It demystifies the approach and helpfully sets it within a Christian context.
Chris Baldwin

Psychology for Pastoral Contexts
Rose, J. (2013) London: SCM Press
Pastoral Care

Attachment,
Sexuality, Loss

Eating Disorder

Depression,
Addiction

Forgiveness

This is a clear and accessible book that offers a fresh perspective on the application of
psychology in a wide range of pastoral activity.
It is an informative and practical book, bringing together the insights of contemporary
psychology with a theological understanding of pastoral contexts.
Jennie McCombe
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The Faces of Forgiveness
Shults, F. L. & Sandage, S. J. (2003) Grand Rapids: Baker Academic
Pastoral Care

Forgiveness

This book uses a synergy of concepts of forgiveness in both Christian and contemporary
psychology. This blending of expertise is handled in an exciting way by the authors who
bring a wealth of knowledge and experience to their writing.
The persistent metaphor in this work is of face and encountering both God and fellow
human beings face to face. Fusing Christian forgiveness and psychology brings a depth
to this study which is both academically challenging and spiritually valuable.
Pastors, psychologists, family counsellors and students of psychology and theology will
find The Faces of Forgiveness a helpful resource.
Paul Hilditch

NEW!

Dementia: Living in the Memories of God

Swinton, John (2012) London: SCM Press
Dementia
As the increasing effects of dementia are seen within society and reflected in our ageing
congregations and family, one question is how do we respond and minister to this? John
Swinton approaches this from a theological perspective grounded in individual stories. It
is an excellent book as it questions some of our current understanding of how we, as
Christians, view people with dementia. Swinton’s assertion that ‘we are because we are
sustained in God’s memory’ is quite precious. This may well mean that we have to reexamine the way we minister to those with dementia.
Paul Billard
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Pastoral Theology

Spirituality and Mental Health Care - Rediscovering a 'Forgotten’ Dimension
Swinton, J. (2001) London: Jessica Kinglsey Publishers
Spiritual Care

Spirituality

Mental Health

This is a very practical book in which the author explores the connection between mental
health and spirituality. This book points to the growing focus on the spiritual dimension
in society, and yet looks at the way in which this has often been overlooked in the
support and treatment of those with mental health issues.
The book explores the therapeutic benefits and significance of spirituality from the
perspective of both the individual suffering with mental issues, as well as the carer.
Specific mental health issues are explored in relation to spirituality including depression,
bipolar, dementia, stress and anxiety.
With so many within our corps, centres and orbit of ministry suffering with mental health
issues, or living with those suffering with mental health issues, for those who seek to
offer pastoral and spiritual support this is a well written, practical and insightful book.
Sharen Furlong

NEW!

Mental Health. The Inclusive Church Resource

Vanier, J. & Swinton, J. (2014) London: Darton, Longman and Todd Ltd.
Mental Health

Inclusion

This is a short, easy to read book. It contains personal accounts of people who have felt
excluded from church because of their mental health as well as a section offering a
theology of mental health. Useful addresses, websites and practical advice are also
included. The book is ideal for corps/centres who are looking to equip themselves to
welcome people who live with mental health issues.
Jennie McCombe
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Psychology for Christian Ministry
Watts, F., Nye, R. & Savage, S. (2002) London: Routledge
Personality

Religious

Counselling

Psychology

Pastoral Care

This book is a comprehensive and unique introduction to psychology that is of relevance
to those training and working in Christian ministry.
It is a professional handbook, the definitive textbook in this field.
Jennie McCombe

A Thorn in My Mind
Wield, C. (2012) Watford: Instant Apostle
Psychology

Mental Health

Pastoral Care

This is a powerful synergy of experience, where the author is sufferer, doctor and
Christian. A very moving and informative read.
This is a remarkable book which deals with depression and mental illness in both a
powerful and accessible way. Cathy also tells her story of miraculous, instantaneous
healing and gradual recovery.
Paul Hilditch

Spirituality in Contemporary Art: The Idea of the Numinous
Yoon, Jungu (2010) London: Zidane Press Ltd.
Spirituality

Art

Art, Eastern

Multimedia

This book takes at look at 'whether religious ideas remain a viable concern for
contemporary art during a period in which secular ideas are dominant.' (p.6) A chance to
appreciate how some contemporary artists challenge, 'our beliefs about, and awareness
of, metaphysical existence in terms that are not defined by religious creeds or ethical
criteria.' (p7) This is a helpful tool for those who love art and spirituality, particularly with
a numinous theme, and who experiment with multimedia technology.
Lindy Rose
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Pastoral Theology
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Social Care
Who Will I Be When I Die?
Bryden, Christine (2012) London: Jessica Kingsley
Dementia
This is a personal account of a 46-year-old person diagnosed with dementia, and Who
will I be when I die? is the beginning an emotional, physical and spiritual journey. It
provides a unique insight into how it feels to be gradually losing the ability to undertake
tasks most of us take for granted. It also reveals the deep sense that life continues to
have purpose and meaning.
Mike Warner

Working with Young Homeless People
Robinson, Phil (2008) London: Jessica Kingsley
Homelessness

Drug and
Alcohol Misuse

This is an accessible guide which provides information and advice on how to understand
the needs of these young people, and how to ensure they are supported effectively. Key
issues covered include the relationship between drug and alcohol misuse and youth
homelessness, current policies on housing and support for homeless youths and
strategies for renewing a young person's familial bonds and friendships after an
experience of homelessness.
Mike Warner
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Social Care

Trauma
Roman, Eva & le Duc-Barnett, Roger (2000) Chalford: Management Books 2000
Crisis

Stress

Trauma

Neglect

This book is the result of the author’s long experience working in the area of counselling.
It contains discussion of the effects of trauma and post-traumatic stress and evidences
that it is not just crash and accident victims that suffer trauma, but a wide range of
ordinary individuals at work and at home who suddenly find their lives turned upside
down by traumatic events. The authors demonstrate how everyone should be aware of
the problem and the potential remedies.
Mike Warner

Service User and Carer Participation in Social Work
Warren, Janet (2007) London: Learning Matters (SAGE)
Homelessness

Service Users

This is a very practical book which explores the subject of service user involvement and
participation across both adult and children's services. A valuable learning resource, it
draws together information from research, service users, carers and practitioners across
both groups. It also explores the contribution and role of service users in reasonable
depth; it is easy to follow and understand.
Mike Warner
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Spiritual Life
Discipleship
(Dietrich Bonhoeffer Works - Reader's Edition)
Bonhoeffer, D. (2015) Minneapolis: Fortress Press
Grace

Discipleship

The Sermon on
the Mount

Church

This book is a clear call to us all to follow Christ no matter the cost. Bonhoeffer writes
about the need for costly grace in light of a church offering cheap grace; the need to die
to self and world; and the need for the church to prophetically take a stand and risk all
for the glory of God.
This book challenges me to go deeper into Jesus and to practice radical obedience to
God.
Tim Lennox

Spiritual Disciplines Handbook : Practices that Transform Us
Calhoun, Adele Ahlberg (2016) Downers Grove, Illinois: IVP
Spiritual
Disciplines

Spirituality

Prayer

Spiritual
Growth

This book provides practical and informative guidance on a wealth of spiritual disciplines.
Each discipline is described clearly, given scriptural context and practical
activities/reflective questions to encourage engagement. The appendix includes several
additional resources which can benefit both individuals and congregations.
Jane Alton
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Spiritual Life

The Theology of John Wesley: Holy Love and the Shape of Grace
Collins, Kenneth J. (2007) Nashville: Abingdon Press
Wesleyan
Theology

Sanctification

Trinity

in this book , though John Wesley never collated a systematic theology, Collins presents
the major themes of Wesley from God to fallen humanity to the work of Christ and the
regenerating ministry of the Holy Spirit. All of this is viewed through the lens of holy
love.
Included is a helpful and thorough investigation of entire sanctification (Christian
perfection) which will shed light on this oft misunderstood doctrine and could prove
beneficial to Salvationist leaders wanting to promote holiness.
Marcus Mylechreest

Finding Sanctuary
Jamison, Christopher (2010) Phoenix: W&N
Spiritual
Disciplines

Monasticism

Finding Sanctuary examines the centuries old disciplines of Benedictine monasticism and
explores how to apply them to life today. Intended for both Christians and nonChristians, it's a great example of how learning about the heritage of the church can
enrich our practice today.

Naomi Clifton
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NEW!

The Jesuit Guide to (Almost) Everything: A Spirituality for Real Life

Martin, James (2010) London: HarperCollins e-book
Spiritual Life
Very straightforward and helpful guide to Ignatian Spirituality for people with busy lives.
Chris Baldwin

Reaching Out
Nouwen, Henri (1998) London: Fount
Loneliness

Solitude

Hospitality

Prayer

This is a really beautiful book.
This piece works through three movements that force the reader to dutifully reflect on
their own faith and practice in respect of solitude, hospitality and prayer.
You may think this small book can offer you a quick read, however you may find that the
depth of the text will force you to take it at a slower pace. Nouwen, as ever, offers a
poetic portrayal of the Christian faith. His observations, which were written in the 1970s,
are still hugely relevant to many of the major themes of our contemporary world.
This book would be good for people thinking about exploring a theology of hospitality, or
for people working in pluralistic contexts.
Kevin Avis
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Spiritual Life

The House of My Pilgrimage
Orsborn, A. (1958) London: Campfield Press
Spirituality

History,
Salvation Army

A classic of Salvation Army spirituality. Largely an autobiography of General Albert
Orsborn, it gives insight into the history of The Salvation Army in this period and also an
understanding of the spiritual experience of the Salvationist poet.
Paul Hilditch

Preaching as Worship: An Integrative Approach to Formation in Your Church
Quicke, Michael J. (2011) Grand Rapids: Baker Books
Worship

Mission

Community

Formation

Michael Quicke places preaching in worship rather than as a culmination to worship. His
emphasis is to move from a small to a bigger picture of worship, placing an encounter
with God at the heart of the worship event.
Quicke re-emphasises a 360 degree vision of the activity of the Trinitarian God in the
preparation, delivery and response to preaching. Essential reading for those who value
preaching and desire to make meetings meaningful acts of encounter and worship.
Grayson Williams
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The Pursuit of God
Tozer, Aiden Wilson (2015) Abbotsford: Aneko Press
Prayer

Discipleship

God's presence

I cannot begin to describe how the challenge and revelation that came through this
writing of Tozer completely changed the way I sought after and experienced the
presence of Jesus in my life.
Few people are able to write with such insight, depth and challenge - yet Tozer, himself
a pursuer of God, guides the reader into the depths of God's being, and encourages us
to live life so that we stay there.
Tim Lennox

Forming Intentional Disciples
Weddell, Sherry (2012) Huntington: Our Sunday Visitor
Church

Evangelism

Discipleship

Waddell is a committed Christian and a convert to Roman Catholicism.
In the first half of the book, she bring statistics and stories together to give a brutally
honest picture of the problems the Roman Catholic Church faces today. She gives some
alarming statistics on current church decline.
The second half of the book is dedicated to practical and meaningful ways to make
intentional disciples, firstly within the church, and then amongst those outside the
church.
It would be great to see an honest, grace-filled book like this coming out of The
Salvation Army, and taken seriously among its people.
Angie Carney
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Dissertations
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Dissertations
The Salvation Army funds its staff to complete formal study at undergraduate and postgraduate
levels. The dissertations from these studies are collated and are accessible to those who have access
to OurHub.

In this list, files are linked to the OurHub location. Therefore, hyperlinks are live when viewing this
through a Salvation-Army-networked computer or Citrix.

If you find your dissertation is not included, please contact SISTAD@salvationarmy.org.uk with the
details and the attached file.
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Dissertations

Name

BA/M/PhD

Authority


How can quality pastoral care be applied in a bounded Salvation Army
Corps, David Pell, BA (Hons).pdf

BA (Hons)

Chaplaincy


An investigation into the benefits of a visable chaplaincy operating at
Dublin Port Republic of Ireland, John Parrott, BA (Hons).pdf

BA (Hons)



In what ways can a chaplain impact the care of a resident in a residential
care home, Diane Watson, BA (Hons).pdf

BA (Hons)

Children's and Youth


How do parental appointment moves affect the lives of their young
children, Debbie Eaton, BA (Hons).pdf

BA (Hons)



How might pastoral care given to adolescents in Church impact retention,
Rosemary Chatburn, BA (Hons).pdf

BA (Hons)



Contrasting models of youth work with ALOVE Central North Alaistair B
Jones MA.pdf

MA

Digital media


How do aspects of the ‘Facebook effect’ impact on pastoral care practice,
Keira Wood, BA (Hons).pdf

BA (Hons)

Discipleship


Gap year programme, Phil Ball, MA.pdf

MA

Ecclesiology


Development of SA in ecumenical context, David Taylor, MTh.pdf

MTh

Education



A critical evaluation of theological education, Sheila Dunkinson, MA.pdf
Tutor participant relationship and learning motivation of unemployed
adults, David Sterling, MA ed.pdf

MA
MA

Forgiveness
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Forgiveness intervention models, a reflective way forward in the pastoral
care of those struggling to forgive, Elaine Cavanagh, BA (Hons).pdf

BA (Hons)

Name

BA/M/PhD

Homelessness


A study on how the ‘Audit Explosion’ has contributed to an increased
administrative workload in The Salvation Army’s residential centres for the
homeless, David Lees MA.pdf
Homelessness and the impact of the Governments ‘Supporting People’
policy, Mel Robinson MA.pdf

MA



How & to what extent are SUx involved in policy & service delivery of the
SA Social Services residential programmes in the UK Paul Hardy MA.pdf

MA




Standing in the Shawdows, Raelton Gibbs MA.pdf
To what extent did The Salvation Army compromise their Christian Values
when they accepted Government Funding within their Hostels Clare
Elizabeth Davis MA.pdf
An examination of attitudes to and the practice of staff supervision in a
voluntary agency care homes for older people Alexander Bishop MSc.pdf

MA
MA

Help or hindrance? Ray Irving MVA.pdf

MVA






MA

MSc

Inter-cultural mission


Engaging with British Islam exploring co-operation as Christian Mission
amongst Bangladeshi Muslims in Tower Hamlets Nicolas Coke MA.pdf

MA

Leadership


How might spiritual leadership be different from contemporary leadership,
Geoffrey Chape, BA (Hons).pdf

BA (Hons)



How would professional supervision enhance officer pastoral practice, Lee
Raggett, BA (Hons).pdf
Pastoral strategies designed to enable the minister to provide support to
the new affluent workers' class, Cliff Allchin, BA (Hons).pdf

BA (Hons)

Strategies to support women in ministry to empower long service, Meshiel
Brown, BA (Hons).pdf
The affects of the transition into residential training in The Salvation Army,
Bronya Rimmer, BA (Hons).pdf

BA (Hons)



To what extent can the ‘SIFT’ method of preaching enhance the listeners’
appreciation of a Bible message, sermon, Martin Wheeler, BA (Hons).pdf

BA (Hons)



What are the pastoral needs of Salvation Army Corps Officers in Denmark,
Lisbeth Andersen, BA (Hons).pdf

BA (Hons)



Equipping Salvation Army officers in the United Kingdom for missional
leadership, Mike Caffull MA.pdf

MA




Following in my Father's footsteps Geoff Chape, MA.pdf
What are the effects of ministering cross-culturally, Steven Smith, BA
(Hons).pdf

MA
MA





BA (Hons)

BA (Hons)
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Dissertations

Name

BA/M/PhD

Mental Health


How might Christian belief and practice affect women coping when
diagnosed with depression, Pamela McCredie, BA (Hons).pdf

BA (Hons)



How might pastoral interventions help to prevent burnout amongst
Salvation Army officers, Loes Palmer, BA (Hons).pdf

BA (Hons)



Reading the signs, developing a pastoral approach to young people bearing
the semicolon tattoo, Lisa Lloyd-Jones, BA (Hons).pdf

BA (Hons)



Understanding the impact of Mental Health Issues on spiritual development, BA (Hons)
Laura McLean, BA (Hons).pdf

Ministry


An examination of The Salvation Army’s approach to Scripture in relation to
its position on the sacraments. Matt Spencer MA.pdf

MA



Disciples in the Wood How can the SA effectively disciple people from
Urban priority areas ethnographies from Holme Wood Bradford, Caroline
Heward MA.pdf
Emerging church and parent and toddlers, Michelle Wheeler, MA.pdf
Implications of emerging church in SA context Margot Walford MA.pdf
Ordination and commissioning, Olive Drake, MA.pdf
Pragmatic Evangelicalism, the changing ecclesiology of The Salvation Army
1865 – 2010 Brian Slinn MA.pdf

MA




Preaching as interpretation of scripture, Mark Pegram, MA.pdf
Preaching at the crossroads an investigation into the future role of
preachers Sue Pegram, MA.pdf

MA
MA




SA history of healing and wholeness, Emma Knights, MA.pdf
Salvation Army Officers sharing the gospel with their own children, Mark
Pegram MA.pdf
The altar call in evangelism and worship, Jonathan Roberts, MA.pdf
Holy people, holy places an investigation of the interfaces where God and
cultures meet, Gareth Dickens.pdf

MA
MA

Nature and purpose of preaching at funerals, Mark Herbert, MTh.pdf
Widowhood Edwin Okorougo PhD.pdf

MTh
PhD
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MA
MA
MA
MA

MA
MTh

Name

BA/M/PhD

Missiology











Convictions and passions of William Booth in 21st c, Stephen Grinsted,
MA.pdf
Developing a mission statement in Leeds, Peter Forrest, MA.pdf
Does the Salvation Army Theology of the Sacramental Life have anything to
contribute to emerging churches Andrea Still MA.pdf

MA

Marching as to war, Missiological relevance of SA, Mike Lloyd-Jones, MA.pdf
Missional silence and prayer centres, Gary Lacey, MA.pdf
‘Opening Fire' in Greece, Haris Giannaros, MA.pdf
Religion and Secularisation in relation to SA in 21stc Scotland, Alan Dixon,
MA.pdf
Sacramental life in emerging churches, Andrea Still, MA.pdf
Towards enacted hope, Stephen Oliver MA.pdf
Would the creation of Salvation Army homogeneous churches within the
Elephant & Castle area be an effective tool for mission, Jonny Smith
MA.pdf

MA
MA
MA
MA

MA
MA

MA
MA
MA

Spirituality



Exploring the Role of Godly Play, Elizabeth Turner, BA (Hons).pdf
How could the key reasons that those who do not openly profess Christian
faith approach the Salvation Army for funeral rites, inform the
enhancement of pastoral relationships, Janice Lahouel, BA (Hons).pdf

BA (Hons)
BA (Hons)




Wesley on individualism v friendship with world, Ray Brown, MA.pdf
What impact might overt faith have on the delivery of Pastoral Care in a
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